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	Reason for Nomination: It is my pleasure to write this letter in support of Dr. Tara Neubrand for the Fostering Curiosity Award. Over the past year I’ve had the privilege of working with Dr. Neubrand in the Pediatric Emergency Department at Children’s Hospital. Dr. Neubrand has provided me with a vital experience during our shifts together and has pushed me to learn physical exam skills, differentials, and medical management. One of my first shifts at the ER provides a prime example of Dr. Neubrand’s patience and her ability to instill a sense of curiosity and promote autonomy. On this specific overnight shift, a patient came in following a Tylenol overdose and was approximately 4 hours post ingestion. Dr. Neurbrand took me into the patient room and interviewed the patient, taking special care to point out specific findings. Following our interaction Dr. Neubrand directed me to look up a “Rumack-Matthew’s nomogram.” After struggling to log into the hospital computer as usual, I was excited to tackle the first question my new preceptor had posed to me. After finally pulling up this “funky” looking graph that was completely foreign to me, Dr. Neubrand sat down and walked me through it all. From the limitations of measuring serum plasma lines prior to 4 hours to the diagonal treatment line she clearly explained the application of this graph and her clinical expertise in relation to it. Following this discussion Dr. Neubrand once again prompted me to look something up. This time it was acetaminophen poisoning and how to treat this patient if their serum level comes back above the diagonal line. A quick UpToDate search led me to N-acetylcysteine aka NAC. After seeing a patient or two Dr. Neubrand pulled out a piece of scratch paper and asked me to draw or explain how NAC would benefit this patient and prevent liver poisoning. My organic chemistry was rusty to say the least, but Dr. Neubrand quickly sketched out the need for additional glutathione following the metabolism of acetaminophen’s toxic metabolite. During this first shift and over many more, I learned Dr. Neubrand’s method to teaching comprised of pushing me to explore and using my base knowledge. This approach allowed me to learn on my feet and incorporate clinical knowledge directly into patient care. Now, I aim to find the relevant information on UpToDate prior to Dr. Neubrand’s pointed questioning, but this habit is no doubt a result of her influence early in our interactions. Often, my searches stem from a limited knowledge  base, but Dr. Neubrand quickly provides small hints, fueling my curiosity for each patient. Despite the busy environment in the emergency department and oversight Dr. Neubrand provided to fellows and residents alike, she never failed to take time with me. Her engagement in this capacity and ability to guide me through small impactful lessons make her a wonderful candidate for the Fostering Curiosity Golden Stethoscope Award. Thank you for considering Dr. Neubrand for this award and please reach out if any additional information is required.
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